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E21 is specialized in designing processes based on industrial dosing and automation
technologies for more than 20
years.
We know that identify, enhance, and take advance of our
strengths are the main points
that unite us as a company and
from which we work. For these
reasons, we combine technology excellence with passion and
perseverance.

We are passionate about everything we do. That passion is the
only way to success and what distinguishes us from others. We are
perseverant in our commitment to excellence and our compromise
to what we offer.
In E21, Engineering is more than a word, is our identity. Everything
we do is for making technology more practical, useful, and valuable
for our costumers.

Engineered
for you

We

adapt to you

Engineered for you, DOSAT series are able
to fit the specific necesities of each process.

DOSAT series are defined
by their flexibility and modularity. They are designed and
manufactured to provide extensive solutions in the dosage of liquid and viscous
substances. This series are
designed with the latest automation technologies available
in the market. Thus, it is an
ideal automatic manufacturing system for fast, accurate,

reliable, and repeatable mixing formulation that you want to
perform.The DOSAT concept is based on advanced modular
construction, therefore, it could fit exactly to the specific needs
in terms of investment and distribution of each client.
To perform each task in the most efficient and productive way,
we provide the feeding zone with specific pumping systems for
each type of substance and container. And the metering zone,
with the most advanced systems

E21 DNA

E21 DNA
DOSAT series have been concived to
represent every value that define E21

Features
•
•

•
•

Modular features in all the manufacturing
areas with multiple configurations
Fast and reliable manufacturing with
three different flows depending on the
production stages
Online customizeable software interface
for PMS and ERP system
Dosing process displayed in real-time to
facilitate the production monitoring

•

•
•
•

Profitable programming dosing tasks
to achieve the desired process with the
maximum repeatability and traceability
Internet
connection
for
distance
maintenance and data transmition
Ease locating system due to the system
modularity
Possibility of combining laboratory and
manufacturing technologies

S-DOSAT
For those who use many formulations in
small doses, requiring a high precision
dosing from the system. Production in
2.5 kg containers

M-DOSAT
For those who perform a medium size
work with plenty of dosages and need
high accuracy while speed. Production
in 25 kg containers

L-DOSAT
For

those

who

demand

medium

and large doses in an intensive way
and need to increase the speed and
accuracy of the production. Production
in 200 kg containers
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